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Resume of previous lecture

Privacy via anonymization.

• k-anonymity, based on the notion of quasi-identifier

• l-diversity

We saw that these methods are ineffective, due to the following:

1.  The whole set of attributes can be a quasi-identifier.  

• Attacks on large sparse datasets. Example: Netfix prize attack

2.  Vulnerability to composition attacks

• example of combination of queries 

• general problem of deterministic methods

Solution:  randomization
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We assume the following setting: 

•  Centralized model (i.e., the data curator is trusted)

•  Micro-data are not publicly accessible. The information can 
only be accessed by querying the DB 
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In this context, the access to the DB is via an interface
(mechanism) which receives the queries, computes the 
answers and sanitises them before reporting them



Randomized mechanisms

• A randomized mechanism (for a certain query) reports an answer 
generated randomly according to some probability distribution 

• We need to choose carefully the distribution, so to get the desired 
privacy guarantees, while maintaining a good utility for the query

• To find a good trade-off between privacy and utility, and to reason 
about them, we need formal, rigorous definitions of these notions. 

•  A definition of privacy that has become very popular: Differential 
Privacy [Cynthia Dwork, ICALP 2006]
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Databases
• A record is an element v from some domain V of values. In general V

is a structured domain, i.e., it is a product of domains corresponding to
the attributes. But for our purposes the structure is not relevant and in
general we will ignore it

• A database (or dataset) of n records is an element of X = Vn. We will
represent the elements of X by x, x1, x2, . . ..

• We will assume a probability distribution on distribution on V and X and
indicate by V , X the respective random variables

<latexit sha1_base64="un2Lf+H4ivQI3knbyHqWUZRV//0=">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</latexit>

Examples: 
V = integers

20

14

51

75

x

V = names x integers 

John 20

Mary 14

Dale 51

Anna 75

x



Adjacency
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• Two databases x1, x2 are adjacent if they di↵er for exactly one record.
We will indicate this property with the notation x1 ⇠ x2

• x1 ⇠ x2 represent the fact that x1 and x2 di↵er for the information relative
to an individual. Either this individual has been added to x2, or he has
been removed from x2, or has changed value.
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The adjacency relation is symmetric but not transitive



Queries
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• (The answer to) a query f can be seen as a function from the set of
databases X = V n to a set of values Y. Namely,

f : X ! Y

• y = f(x) is the true answer of the query f on the database x.

• For a given f , the distribution ⇡ on X also induces a distribution on Y.
We will denote by Y the random variable associated to the distribution
on Y.

Example: f = average of all values in the DB 

20

14

51

75

x
f(x) = (20+14+51+75)/4 = 40



Randomized mechanisms
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• A randomized mechanism for the query f is any probabilistic function K
from X to a set of values Z. Namely,

K : X ! DZ

where DZ represents the set of probability distributions on Z.

• Z does not necessarily coincide with Y.

• z drawn from D(x) is a reported answer of the query K on the database
x.

• Note that ⇡ and K induce a probability distribution also on Z. We will
denote by Z the random variable associated to this probability distribution

• z drawn from K(x) is a reported answer for the query on the DB x.
<latexit sha1_base64="vj+LQRHHS2uonGh92RLx1OSy66g=">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</latexit>



Differential Privacy
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We are now ready to define di↵erential privacy. We first consider the discrete
case, i.e., when the reported answer is discrete

Definition (Di↵erential Privacy) K is "-di↵erentially-private i↵ for every
pair of databases x1, x2 2 X s.t. x1 ⇠ x2 and for every z 2 Z we have

p(K(x1) = z)  e" p(K(x2) = z)

where p(K(x) = z) represents the probability that K applied to x reports the
answer z

Note: p(K(x) = z) represents a conditional probability. We will write it as
p(Z = z|X = x) when we need to make this fact more explicit.

<latexit sha1_base64="yMFFp0zHOcv7462gBVGFU3i2hs4=">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</latexit>



Meaning of Differential Privacy
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Differential privacy essentially means that the presence or 
absence of an individual in a DB, does not make much 
difference for the information that the adversary acquires  
by querying the DB. 

Hence an individual does not risks much by accepting that 
his data are collected in the DB



Is DP what we want?
Is DP the best we can do?
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What we really would like to have is that by querying the 
DB the adversary cannot derive much information about 
the individual

Unfortunately, this is not possible

Example:  Assume that the adversary knows that Turing has 
the same height of the average height of the rest of the 
people in the DB. Then, by querying the DB, the adversary 
gains a lot of information about the heigh of Turing (if we 
want to preserve some utility)

Note that this happens whether or not John is in the DB



Other interpretations of DP
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x x

v 1 v 2
Consider two databases that differ only 
for the value of one individual record

Theorem If K is "-di↵erentially-private then 8v1, v2 2 V, 8x 2 X , 8z 2 Z

p(K(x [ v1) = z)  e2" p(K(x [ v2) = z)

Note that also the reverse is true: it is su�cient to enrich V with an extra value
? that represents the absence of an individual

<latexit sha1_base64="pivc8azmRUo7Jesxlq4Uyw2kQ4k=">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</latexit>

The proof of the theorem 
is immediate, just observe 
the relation with X, and 
then apply transitivity of ≤
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Other interpretations of DP: Bayesian
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Consider a database consisting of x plus a record v
x

v 

Theorem K is "-di↵erentially-private i↵ 8v 2 V, 8x 2 X , 8z 2 Z

p(V = v|X = x, Z = z)  e2" p(V = v|X = x)

p(V = v|X = x)  e2" p(V = v|X = x, Z = z)

Proof: exercise.

This means that, if the adversary knows the value of all the other records of

the database, then knowing the reported answer z does not improve much his

knowledge of a given individual V

The assumption that the adversary knows the value of all the other records of

the database is called strong adversary model

Question 1 Is the hypothesis of the strong adversary necessary for the result?

Question 2 How does this result reconcile with the example of the height of

Turing ?
<latexit sha1_base64="xRBv/JF43lWl0KdL5EFtuPyGsyQ=">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</latexit>



Examples of mechanisms

Let us assume that we have databases containing as values V the 
heights of people, in cm, ranging from 𝟓𝟎 to 𝟐𝟓𝟎 (integers).  Let 
us assume that the query is: the average age of the people in the 
data base, rounded to the next integer
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Examples of mechanisms

Let us assume that we have databases containing as values V 
the heights of people, in cm, ranging from 𝟓𝟎 to 𝟐𝟓𝟎 
(integers).  Let us assume that the query is: the average age of 
the people in the data base, rounded to the next integer

• Consider the mechanism that always reports the true answer.  Is it 
differentially private ?
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Examples of mechanisms

Let us assume that we have databases containing as values 𝐕 
the heights of people, in cm, ranging from 𝟓𝟎 to 𝟐𝟓𝟎 (integers).  
Let us assume that the query is: the average age of the people 
in the data base, rounded to the next integer

• Consider the mechanism that always reports the true answer.  Is it 
differentially private ?

No. It's not 𝜺-DP for any 𝜺
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Examples of mechanisms

Let us assume that we have databases containing as values 𝐕 
the heights of people, in cm, ranging from 𝟓𝟎 to 𝟐𝟓𝟎 (integers).  
Let us assume that the query is: the average age of the people 
in the data base, rounded to the next integer.

• Consider the mechanism that always reports 150.  Is it differentially 
private ?
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Examples of mechanisms

Let us assume that we have databases containing as values 𝐕 
the heights of people, in cm, ranging from 𝟓𝟎 to 𝟐𝟓𝟎 (integers).  
Let us assume that the query is: the average age of the people 
in the data base, rounded to the next integer.

• Consider the mechanism that always reports 150.  Is it differentially 
private ?

Yes. It's 𝜺-DP in the strong sense, i.e., for 𝜺 = 0.
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Examples of mechanisms

Let us assume that we have databases containing as values 𝐕 
the heights of people, in cm, ranging from 𝟓𝟎 to 𝟐𝟓𝟎 (integers).  
Let us assume that the query is: the average age of the people 
in the data base, rounded to the next integer.

• Consider the mechanism that always reports 150.  Is it differentially 
private ?

Yes. It's 𝜺-DP in the strong sense, i.e., for 𝜺 = 0

However, it's totally useless !
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Examples of mechanisms

Let us assume that we have databases containing as values 𝐕 
the heights of people, in cm, ranging from 𝟓𝟎 to 𝟐𝟓𝟎 (integers).  
Let us assume that the query is: the average age of the people 
in the data base, rounded to the next integer.

• Consider the mechanism that reports 𝟏𝟎𝟎 if the true answer is 
less than 𝟏𝟓𝟎, and 𝟐𝟎𝟎 otherwise.  Is it differentially private ?
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Examples of mechanisms
Let us assume that we have databases containing as values 𝐕 
the heights of people, in cm, ranging from 𝟓𝟎 to 𝟐𝟓𝟎 (integers).  
Let us assume that the query is: the average age of the people 
in the data base, rounded to the next integer.

• Consider the mechanism that reports 𝟏𝟎𝟎 if the true answer is 
less than 𝟏𝟓𝟎, and 𝟐𝟎𝟎 otherwise.  Is it differentially private ?

No. It's a bit more useful than the previous one, but it is not 𝜺-DP 
for any 𝜺
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Examples of mechanisms

Let us assume that we have databases containing as values 𝐕 the 
heights of people, in cm, ranging from 𝟓𝟎 to 𝟐𝟓𝟎 (integers).  Let 
us assume that the query is: the average age of the people in the 
data base, rounded to the next integer.
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Consider the mechanism that reports the true answer with probability e"

200+e" ,

and every other integer in [50, 250] with probability 1
200+e" . Is it di↵erentially

private ?
<latexit sha1_base64="s/GB8Wyk8SfcACop6M5A8cqasKo=">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</latexit>



Examples of mechanisms

Let us assume that we have databases containing as values 𝐕 
the heights of people, in cm, ranging from 𝟓𝟎 to 𝟐𝟓𝟎 (integers).  
Let us assume that the query is: the average age of the people 
in the data base, rounded to the next integer.

Yes. It's 𝜺-DP

It is also relatively useful. We will study its utility later. 
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Consider the mechanism that reports the true answer with probability e"

200+e" ,

and every other integer in [50, 250] with probability 1
200+e" . Is it di↵erentially

private ?
<latexit sha1_base64="s/GB8Wyk8SfcACop6M5A8cqasKo=">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</latexit>



Properties of differential privacy

• Two important properties that have made 
differential privacy so successful:

• Independence from the side knowledge of the 
adversary

• Compositionality

 24



Independence from the side 
knowledge of the adversary

• The distribution p on the databases is called prior, i.e., 
prior to the reported answer 

• p represents the knowledge that a potential adversary has 
about the database (before knowing the answer of K)

• We note that the definition of DP does not depend on p. 
This is a very good property, because it means that we can 
design mechanisms that satisfy DP without taking the 
knowledge of the adversary into account: the same 
mechanism will be good for all adversaries.  
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Compositionality
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• Di↵erential privacy is compositional, namely: given two mechanisms K1

and K2 on X that are respectively "1 and "2-di↵erentially private, their
composition K1 ⇥K2 is ("1 + "2)-di↵erentially private.

Note: K1 ⇥ K2 is defined by the following property: if K1(x) reports
z1 and K2(x) reports z2, then (K1 ⇥K2)(x) reports (z1, z2).

Proof: exercise

• Privacy budget: A DB is associated to an initial budget ↵. Each
time a user asks a query, answered by "-di↵erentially private mechanism,
his budget is decreased by ". When his budget is exhausted, users are not
allowed to ask queries anymore.
Note that the budget is per DB and not per user because users may be
colluded.

<latexit sha1_base64="3OV8CIeK4lt35Yeh2xECuWCT1tg=">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</latexit>


